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RESEARCH STUDIES CN DUST EXPLOSION PREVENTION
" IN" INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

Research, studies on the prevention of dust explosions in indus-
trial plants have "been going on for several years. During the World
War period, when grain dust explosions threatened to have a serious
effect in reducing available food supplies, an intensive educational
campaign was conducted throughout the United States in grain elevators,
flour rails, and processing plants where a dust explosion hazard was
present.

After all this activity, it would appear reasonable to expect
that the officials and employees in industrial plants where explosive
dusts" are produced would he fully informed as to the hazards of dust
explosions and the methods that should "be employed for their prevention
or control. However, the investigation of some recent explosions has
definitely indicated that many of the younger employees in a number of
industrial plants have not had occasion to become familiar with the dust
explosion hazard, and that the educational work carried on twenty years
ago must "be resumed with the oncoming generation.

Eire protection and explosion prevention, while technical in

many of their aspects, rest fundamentally upon public education; it is
only when these subjects are understood that the necessary impetus is

given for the application of technical measures of fire prevention and
fire protection. It is very important to remember that public education,
or even education of a limited group, must be continuous to be effec-
tive. Eor instance, a given group of employees in some recognized
hazardous industry may be fully informed as to the importance of fire and
explosion safety measures, with resultant notable decrease in fire and
explosion losses, but as a new generation comes into the industry educa-
tional activities must be continued in order to maintain the improved
record. A striking example of this is furnished in the field of dust

explosion prevention.

SOME COMPARISONS

A comparison of two explosions in different lines of industry
may serve to indicate the importance and value of continued safety edu-

cation.

(a) Explosion in Boiler Room - Brewing Plant

An explosion in the boiler room of a brewing plant resulted in

the death of five persons, . injuries to several others, and extensive
damage to the building and equipment. This explosion occurred during
the elevating of coal tar pitch, used for fuel, from a delivery truck
on the street level to the top of the storage bunker on approximately
the fourth floor of the building. The use of electric welding equipment
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during repair work on the steel elevator leg casing while the equipment

as running was considered responsible for the ignition of the pitch

dust cloud produced in connection with the unloading, elevating, and tfj

storage operations; The i nvestigation of this explosion disclosed that,

although the operat ing offi cial had "been in charge of the boil er plant
for appro ximat ely fourt een years_, hewas not adequately informed on the
dust expl osion hazard. This explosion showed definitely that repair
operations of any kind in plants where explosive dusts are produced
should not he carried on while equipment and apparatus are in operation.

(
"b ) Explo sio n in Starch Factory

In contrast with the explosion just cited, it is of particular
interest to consider an explosion which occurred in a starch factory a
few months "before. No employees were either "burned or injured and the
property loss was less than $500, chiefly "because the management and em-

ployees were familiar wi th the du st explo s ion hazard and had applied
proper safety measure s for the prevention of dust expl osions in starc h-

factories .

The fact that there was no loss of life in this explosion, no

.•employees injured, and the property loss was very small is particu-
larly significant when it is recalled that a previous explosion in this
same plant several years "before caused the loss of 42 lives, injuries
to many others, and property damage of about $750,000. The earlier explo-

sion, of course, occurred prior to the development of the safety code for

the prevention of dust explosions in starch factories.

The limited effects of the explosion in this starch plant indi-
cate definitely the splendid work which has been done in the prevention
of dust explosions. Ho life has "been lost from a dust explosion in the
starch and corn products industries since September, 1939 - a. period of
almost nine and a half years. This remarkable record is a significant
indication of the value of the work of the safety organizations in th e

industry.

RESEARCH WORK 07 gSHS U. S. DEPARTMENT 0? A5RI CULTURE

The research studies of the Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and
Engineering, U. S. Department of Agriculture, show that under favorable
conditions a dust explosion can occur in any industrial plant or manu-
facturing establishment where combustible dust is created during
manufacturing operations. When these research studies were undertaken
it was generally supposed that it would be necessary to grind or crash
grain and produce the powdery, starchy materials from the inside of

the grain before an explosive dust would be encountered.

This was due largely to the fact that an explosion of flour dust
produced in the manufacture of wheat flour in a Minneapolis mill in 1878
caused the loss of 18 lives and extensive property damage. A large
number of dust explosions in grain elevators, where no grinding or manu-
facturing operations were engaged in, showed definitely that the dust
produced in the handling, elevating, conveying, and storing of grain
also was explosive.
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EXTENT OF DUST EXPLOSION LOSSES

In the last 20 years there have been 336 dust explosions in indus-
trial plants in the United States during the handling, milling, and
processing of products of agricultural origin. In these explosions 267
persons lost their lives and 694 others were injured. The property and
stock losses (insurance paid) amounted to $27,444,175.

SEDUCTION IN LOSSES IN FOOD INDUSTRIES

It is very gratifying to observe that there has been a marked
reduction in losses from dust explosions in industrial plants in re-
cent years. The comparative losses for the last two ten-year periods
are as follows:

Losses for 10-year period,
1919 to 1928, inclusive $18,249,900

Losses for 10-year period,
1929 to 1938, inclusive 10 ,052,785

Reduction in losses for
10-year period $ 8,197,115

Average annual reduction
in losses approximately $ 820,000

GRAIN ELEVATOR LOSSES

Although losses from dust explosions have been reduced materially
in the food-manufacturing industries which have cooperated in working
out and adopting practical safety and preventive measures against dust
explosions and resulting fires, there is still need for more definite
attention to the development and application of methods for the control
and prevention of dust explosions in grain elevators. Since 1930, 56
grain elevator explosions have been reported. In those explosions 40
people were killed, 145 were injured, and the property losses amounted
to more than $7,500,000. These 56 explosions were almost 36 percent of

the total number cf explosions reported during the period.

It must be recognized, therefore, that the most disastrous losses
from dust explosions are occurring in terminal grain elevators, and that

satisfactory progress has not been made in the control of dust explosions
in this branch of the grain-handling industry. Much of this can be as-

signed to the lack of provision for adequate dust control during handling,

storing, and shipping operations.

In considering this matter several years ago when it was apparent

that extensive losses were occurring, the Bureau of Chemistry in the
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Department of Agriculture learned that many of the dust-collecting sys-

tems installed in grain elevators throughout the United States could not

be used, or were dismantled because of the "objection of the officials f
having jurisdiction over the weighing of the grain. The weighing depart

ments stated that grain weights were greatly affected by the action of sue

tion used in the collection of the dust. Reports of tests conducted by

a number of elevator operators, however, indicated that the weight of the

dust removed is almost negligible. Some men experienced in grain hand-

ling stated that less dust is removed by suction than is lost in handling

grain by means of poor machinery, with no dust-collecting equipment.

Confronted with these conflicting statements, the Bureau of Chem-

istry made a preliminary study of the effects of dust collection on the

weight of grain. The results of this study showed that much depended
on the design and installation of the dust-collect Lrg equipment. In many

cases the equipment seemed to have been installed with no knowledge of

the fundamentals of good design. In some ca:-.es the claims of weighing
departments that grain had been drawn out by improper application of suc-

tion to remove the dust at certain points between the car which was being

unloaded and the scales- probably were correct.- Ho information concern-
ing a generally accepted method of applying suction or the proper equip-
ment to use could be obtained. Every elevator seemed to have its own
system of dust control and no standards existed. Hone of the systems was

so installed as to permit inspection, nor were any of them so designed
that it would be impossible to lift grain by increasing the speed of the

fan, with a corresponding increase of suction.

It will be necessary to develop and install effective methods for

dust control and collection in grain elevators to reduce dust explosion
losses, Until this is done it will not be possible to make progress in
dust explosion control in terminal grain elevators comparable to what
has been accomplished in the control of dust explosions in other grain
and milling industries.

EFFECT OF 1EF ivJAFuFACTURING- PROCESSES

Dust explosions may occur in any industrial plant where combusti-
ble dusts are present as the result of the installation of some newly
developed equipment. Many of the dust explosions in recent years in the

United States have been directly associated with the introduction of new
manufacturing processes which have opened up additional sources of igni-
tion, and have resulted in conditions favorable to explosions. It is
therefore highly desirable that new manufacturing op erations be carefully
examined to detect possible dust explosion hazards, and that attention
be given. to the adoption of preventive measures. i

DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY CODES ECR DUST EXPLOSION
PRE7PPTI0H

The reduction in dust explosion losses has been due largely to
the adoption of the measures recommended in the safety codes which have
been developed ty the Dust Explosion Hazards Committee of the National
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Fire Protection Association. This committee, composed of representatives
from the various industries directly concerned and from insurance and
safety organizations, State and Federal officials, and construction and
equipment engineers, works under the leadership of the Chemical Engineer-
ing Research Division of the Bureau of Agricultural Chemistry and Engineer-
ing.

The following safety codes developed by the Dust Explosion Hazards
Committee have been adopted by the National Eire Protection Association
and the National Board of Fire Underwriters, and approved as "American
Standards" by the American Standards Association.

1. Plour and feed mills
2. Sugar and cocoa pulverizing
3. Pulverized fuel installations
4. Terminal grain elevators
5. Starch factories
6. Coal pneumatic cleaning plants
7. Wood flour manufacturing establishments
8. Spice-grinding plants
9. Wood-working plants

10. Use of inert gas for fire and explosion prevention
11. Aluminum-bronze powder manufacturing plants.

A safety code for the prevention of dust explosions in the handling,
grinding, and storing of sulphur has been recently prepared by this commit-
tee as well as an outline of Fundamental Principles for the Prevention of
Dust Explosions in Industrial Plants, not covered by special codes.

FACTORS IN DUST EXPLOSION PREVENTION

The two principal factors in dust explosion prevention in industrial
plants are:

1. Effective measures for control and removal of

explosive dust

2. Elimination and control of sources of ignition.

SOME METHODS FOR PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF

DUST EXPLOSIONS

Some of the methods that have proved effective for prevention and
control of dust explosions can be listed as follows:

1. Effective Dust Collection and Dust Bemoval Systems .

Cleanliness and good housekeeping are of prime importance. A dust
explosion cannot occur unless co.mbustible du st is present .

2. Removal of Forei gn Material from Grain .

Investigations have indicated definitely that dust clouds have been
ignited by sparks from metal particles in grain streams.
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3. Inert Gas Protection in Grinding and Pulverizing Operat ions.

The redaction of the oxygen content of the air in enclosed systems^

by the introduction of an inert gas, such as carbon dioxide (COg), in
grinding and pulverizing operations has proved effective.

4. Protection of Electri cal Appliances and Equipment.

The danger of inadequately protected electrical appliances and
equipment has been definitely established.

5. Control of Static Electricity. Static electricity must be re-

cognized as one of the prominent causes of dust explosions, and provision
should be made for the effective removal of static charges from all types

of mechanical equipment handling combustible dusts or operating at points
where these dusts are present.

6

.

Closed Storage Bins

.

The value of closed storage bins and the undesirability of inter-
connections between storage bins has been definitely indicated by explo-

sions in grain-handling plants.

'*'• Sxplosion Venting Areas in Grain-Handling and Milling Plants .

It is possible to vent grain dust explosions without structural !

damage, and the effectiveness of glass vents in actual explosions has
been well established under actual explosion conditions,

IMPORTANCE OP 5SS5ARCE STUDIES OH DUST
EXPLOSION A.IID FIRE PREVENT I Oil

Research work on dust explosion and fire prevention has as its
primary object the development cf methods and , appliances for the pro-
tection of human life, foods tuffs, snd. prope rty.

The practical application of the research already done has
resulted in a marked reduction in losses from dust explosions and firei

in some of the principal grain and milling industries.






